
 
 

                

                  

 

 

              

      

           

                    

                 

                               

 
 
 
 
 

Cruising Guide 
 

Kradan, Thailand to 
 

Langkawi, Malaysia 
 

Thai Chart 309 

 
These notes are provided as a supplement to navigational information provided during your Sunsail 

chart briefing and must be used in conjunction with the Thai Chart’s provided with your yacht. 
 

Charts in this guide are provided for reference only and should not be used for navigation purposes. 
 

All GPS positions are referred to Indian datum 1975. 
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Chart 309 Planning Chart 
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Chart 1 Ko Kradan to Ko Phetra 
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Cruising Guide - Ko Kradan to Ko Phetra  

 

KL1-1 Ko Kradan East 007deg 19.6min N 099deg 15.3min E 
 

Anchor well off shore in no less than 12 metres making sure you 

have room to swing and do not get too close to the reef which  

varies in width along the length of the beach. Sheltered in the  

Southwest season and OK in the Northeast but the wind will be  

on shore so use plenty of chain and dig the anchor in well. From  

the Southern end of the beach follow the footpath that starts just  

to the North of the Amari villa to “Paradise lost” and “Viewpoint  

restaurant”, which are a 5 minute walk and run by a Hawaiian  

called Wally. It is better to find the restaurant in the daylight and 

bring a good torch for the walk back. Ice is available here as well  

as some provisions. The best snorkeling around Ko Kradan can be 

found at the Southern end of the island. 

 

Beware of the reef stretching along the entire East coast of  

Ko Kradan. Depths decrease very dramatically from 8 to less  

than 2 metres in less than a boat length 

 

 

 

Do not approach Hin Khai Muk 007deg 19.7min N 099deg 17.9min E 

 

KL1-2 Ko Kradan West 007deg 18.9min N 099deg 14.8min E 
 

Anchor to the North of the reef which extends from the Southwest corner of this island 

in 10 to 12 metres. Not suitable in the Southwest but sheltered from strong Northeast 

winds. From the Southern end of the beach follow the signs for “Paradise lost” and 

“Viewpoint restaurant”, which are a 5 minute walk and run by a Hawaiian called Wally. 

It is better to find the restaurant in the daylight and bring a good torch for the walk 

back. Ice is available here as well as some provisions.  

 

KL1-3 Ko Kradan South 007deg 18.1min N 099deg 15.5min E 

 

Anchor in the Southeast facing bay in around to 10 metres. There is a good reef with 

numerous lion fish but this is not a good overnight stop in either season unless conditions 

are very calm. 

 

Do not approach Hin Nok 007deg 15.min N 099deg 17.7min E 
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KL1-4 Ko Talibong 007deg 14.5min N 099deg 21.75min E 

 

There is good holding along the West coast of Ko Talibong but 

do not get too close to shore to avoid the numerous rocks and be  

especially careful of the reef at the bottom of the West side.  

During the Southwest season good shelter can be found between  

Ko Talibong and the mainland by proceeding carefully along the  

West coast into the deep water to the North of Ko Talibong.  

No restaurants. 

 

Do not approach Hin Samphao Chom 007deg 11.3min N 

099deg 19.7min E Stay a good distance off to the west 

 

The mooring buoys at the Rok Nok group are not suitable 

for yachts. Do not attempt to pick up a buoy 

 

 

 

KL1-5 Ko Rok Nai West 007deg 13.10min N 099deg 03.60 E 

 

This anchorage is suitable as an overnight stop in  

the Northeast season only. The anchorage is on the  

Western side of the channel between the two islands 

in 6 to 8 metres on sand. It is not permitted to light  

a BBQ on the beach. Good snorkeling can be found  

along the reef on the East side of Ko Rok Nok. 

 

The mooring buoys at the Rok Nok group are not 

suitable for yachts. Do not attempt to pick up a buoy 

 

Beware of the shallow water to the East  

of Ko Rok Nai 

 

KL1-6 Ko Rok Nok East 007deg 12.30min N  

   099deg 04.30min E 

 

Anchor on the sand in 12 to 15 metres being careful of the reef, which rises quickly from 

depth and has several ridges protruding out into deep water. Do not drive along the 

length of the reef and only approach the shore with caution at right angles to the reef. Be 

sure you will have a safe swinging area. Good snorkeling can be found all along this reef. 

Not suitable in the Northeast season. It is not permitted to light a BBQ on the beach. 

  

KL1-7 Ko Liang Nua 007deg 06.9min N 099deg 25.8min E 

 

Pass between the two islands from the West staying in the  

middle of the channel. Anchor in the deep water in 8 to 10  

metres and be careful of the reefs on the East side of both  

islands where the depth will decrease suddenly. This anchorage 

is suitable in the Southwest season only. No restaurants. 
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KL1-8 Ko Liang Tai 007deg 06.5min N 099deg 25.5min E 

 

The west side of Ko Liang Tai offers good protection overnight in the Northeast season. 

Anchor a reasonable distance offshore in 6 to 8 metres. No restaurants. 

 

Do not approach Ko Bulaobot 007deg 04.5min N 099deg 23.7min E 

 

KL1-9 Ko Phetra Southwest 007deg 02.0min N 099deg 28.2min E 

 

This anchorage is suitable in the Northeast season only.  

Anchor in 8 to 10 meters on a sandy bottom. There are no  

beaches on this coast but you will find some interesting 

caves and small bays. No restaurants. 

  

KL1-10 Ko Phetra Southeast 007deg 01.75min N  

     099deg 28.65min E 

 

The Southeast anchorage in the first bay is in 4 to 6  

metres and must be entered from the South only. It is not  

suitable overnight in the Northeast season and can be 

exposed to ground swells in the Southwest season.  

No restaurants. 
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Chart 2 The Butang Group and Tarutao 
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Cruising Guide to Butangs 
 

The cruising area includes the Butang Group, Ko Tanga, Ko Tarutao, Ko Khao Yai and 

the Bulon group. There is a 200 baht charge per person per day to land on these islands 

as they are part of a Thai National park but normally this charge is only collected at Ao 

Pante on Tarutao. Marine police patrol the area and there is a US$1000 fine for 

anchoring on coral.  

 

There are no mooring buoys suitable for yachts. Do not attempt to pick up a buoy 

 

The Butang Group 
 

This group, part of the Tarutao National Marine Park, provides some of the clearest 

waters and most beautiful coral gardens in the area. These granite islands are blanketed 

by rain forest and fringed with white sand beaches. Access from the mainland is via Pak 

Bara with ferries to Ko Adang, Ko Rawi and Ko Lipe where basic accommodation can 

be found. Ko Adang has a small sea gypsy community set up on its Southwest coast 

where water is available from a tap. 

 

Do not approach Hin Takon Chet 006deg 29.17min N 099deg 21.92min E 

 

KL2-1 Ko Lipe South 006deg 29.06min N 099deg 18.20min E 

 

The Southern anchorage is an excellent  

anchorage during the NE season only. Anchor 

in no less than 10 meters on the sandy bottom, 

not on the coral. Beware of the reef on the  

Western side of the bay that extends up to 100  

metres from the shore and may be totally  

exposed at low water making access to and  

from the beach difficult. Although the  

restaurants are at the Western side it is  

recommended to land your dinghy towards the 

extreme Eastern side of the beach where you  

will see a sandy passage extending through the  

coral. There are several small basic bungalow  

developments and restaurants ashore as well as  

telephone and internet facilities at the “Pooh”  

restaurant which is one of the few restaurants  

open in the Southwest season. The dive shop “Sabye Sports” on the north side of the 

island operates year round and offers dive trips for qualified and first time divers, they 

can also offer advice on the best dive spots to visit by yacht. It is possible to fill your 

water jerry cans here by asking at one of the restaurants. If the anchorage is a bit rolly 

when you turn up be warned it will be uncomfortable all night so move to anchorage 2. 
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KL2-2 Ko Lipe Northwest 006deg 29.46min N 099deg 17.55min E 

 

The Northwest anchorage is in 10 to 12 metres on a mud and sand bottom. The depth 

decrease sharply and there are several large columns of coral close to the surface so take 

extra care and ensure you have enough swinging room. It is good in the NE season and 

reasonable in SW seasons but bumpy if the wind is from the West. It is possible to walk 

across the island to the developments on the South side. Good snorkeling can be found 

on the Northwest tip of the island. Anchor in the middle of the channel and on sand. Do 

not drop your anchor on coral and do not attempt to pick up a mooring buoy. 

 

KL2-3 Ko Lipe East 006deg 30.08min N 099deg 18.75min E 

 

The Northeast anchorage is a good SW season mooring. Anchor on the sandy spot West 

of the small Hin Takon Dukang in 8 to 10 metres. You can eat at one of the resorts on the 

Northeast tip of the island or follow the path to the South side of Ko Lipe. 

 

KL2-4 Ko Adang 006deg 31.75min N 099deg 16.00min E 

 

Anchor to the Southeast of Ko Kata in 10 to 12 metres  

offshore of the white sand beach. Good spot during the  

Northeast season but can be exposed to ground swells during  

the Southwest. It is also possible to anchor off one of the  

beaches on the West coast of Ko Adang. Beware of strong  

current if swimming from the yacht. No restaurants. Just  

south of this anchorage is a good sandy spot in 8 metres in  

the gap between Ko Bulo and the small island to the east  

but you must navigate with extreme caution.  

 

KL2-5 Ko Butang 

 

There are several spots suitable as day anchorages with  

great snorkeling around this island group.  The Northeast  

coast has a good fringing coral reef. Tuck in behind the  

three small islands and anchor in 5-6 metres for the  

most sheltered spot in strong NE winds. Another  

good spot can be found to the Southeast amongst the  

small islets, with a third on the Southwest coast.  

The depths around these anchorages can change  

dramatically. Please navigate with extreme caution  

in this area. The bottom rises sharply from 30 metres 

and all anchorages must be approached with extreme  

caution with a crew member standing at the bow to  

watch for shallow spots and coral heads. You must  

drop your anchor in a sandy spot to avoid damaging  

the coral. Use a minimum amount of chain and care  

should be taken to ensure adequate swinging room.  

You face a US$1000 fine for anchoring in the coral.  

It is worthwhile making a snorkeling inspection of the  

anchor once you are settled. No restaurants. 
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KL2-6 Ko Rawi 006deg 32.42min N 099deg 10.71min E 

 

Anchor on the sandy spot near the reef in 6 to 10  

metres but do not attempt to pick up the red mooring  

buoys as they mark the edge of a small channel  

through the reef. The current can be very strong here  

so care should be taken when swimming or snorkeling. 

Go ashore to visit the beach or walk across the bluff to  

the other beautiful beach. Suitable in all conditions.  

No restaurants. Further to the West is a lovely bay  

surrounded by huge granite boulders which is suitable  

in all conditions except strong Westerly winds. Ashore  

is a waterfall where you can fill your jerry cans. 

 

KL2-7 Ko Tanga 006deg 34.30min N 099deg 27.55min E 

 

The islands of Ko Tanga and Ko Chuka are an  

excellent stop en route between the Butang group  

and the North of Ko Tarutao. Anchor in 15 to 20  

metres between the islands of Ko Tanga and Ko  

Chuka for snorkeling and swimming or a relaxed  

lunch. Ko Chuka is a beautiful island with a white  

sand beach but must be approached with extreme  

caution to avoid the fringing reef. You may also  

anchor to the North or South of the island depending 

on conditions and take your dinghy ashore. Suitable 

as a lunch stop only. No restaurants. Watch out for  

the “Thai Tanic”, a factory fishing vessel. 

 

 

 

Do not approach Hin Takon Po 006deg 39.02min N 099deg 32.58min E 
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Chart 3 Ko Tarutao and the Bulon Group 
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Cruising Guide to Tarutao 

 

The island was declared as Thailand’s first Marine National Park in 1972 and has many 

great anchorages to discover. The West side of the island is not suitable for overnight 

stops in the Southwest season when the most comfortable anchorages can be found on 

the east coast. During the Northeast it is possible to find shelter on the East coast among 

the many small islands. 

 

KL2-8 Ao Pante 006deg 41.75min N 099deg 38.25min E 

 

Anchor to the Southwest of the rock outcrop which is marked by a  

distinctive white light tower in 6 to 10 metres on a sandy bottom.  

Ashore you will find a concrete jetty at the entrance to a mangrove  

creek that is navigable for dinghies at high tide, and sea canoes at all  

states of tide for some distance passing through a limestone cave  

known as the “Crocodile cave”. You can hire a guide to this cave  

from the park administration building where you will be asked to  

pay 200 baht per person for landing ashore. Other facilities include  

a small shop, basic restaurant, campsite, library and museum. There  

is a path leading to a look out point above the anchorage but it can  

be slippery and takes about 35 to 45 minutes so leave plenty of time  

to come back before dark. Not suitable in the Southwest season. 

 

KL2-9 Ao Son 006deg 37.89min N 099deg 36.45min E 
 

Anchor in 6 to 8 metres on a sandy bottom. There is a long sandy beach  

where you may see monkeys and even turtles between November and April.  

Look for the start of a 4km trail at the Northern end of the beach, near the  

freshwater stream, that leads to the Niwon waterfall with a pool big enough  

to bathe in. There is another great place to go exploring the mangroves by  

dinghy or canoe at the Southern end of the bay. Not suitable in the  

Southwest season. The ranger station can offer a basic selection of food and  

cold beer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KL2-10 Ban Ao Makham 006deg 32.60min N 099deg 37.60min E 
 

Anchor in 7 to 10 metres on sand. This quiet location is often visited  

by local fishermen because of the freshwater streams ashore where  

you can also see a few of their huts. Not suitable in the Southwest  

season. No restaurants. 
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KL2-11 Ao Talo Udang 006deg 31.00min N 099deg 41.00min E 
 

Anchor in 5 to 6 metres in the bay. This spot is  

suitable in NE season only. During the Southwest  

season proceed a short distance around to the East  

coast and anchor to the North of Ko Belitung Besa  

at 006deg 31.75min N 099deg 42.15min E or in the  

bay to the North of Ko Sing. Ashore you can see  

the remains of what used to be a penal colony  

village and salt factory used before the Second  

World War when the whole island was a prison  

for Thai criminals and dissidents. Thai fishing  

boats often anchor here in the evening before  

heading out to the fishing grounds after midnight and can be quite noisy. Make sure the 

yacht is well lit overnight. No restaurants. 
 

KL2-12 Ao Talo Wao 006deg 37.60min N 099deg 41.38min E 
 

Anchor to the North of the pier at in 7 to 9 metres. The pier  

was formerly used for landing prisoners in the days when the  

island was a penal colony. On the hill above the bay is a  

ranger station with roads leading North to Ao Pante, West to  

Ao Son and South to Ao Talo Udang. All are excellent hiking  

routes for the more energetic. There is a small restaurant  

near the pier which is open in the Northeast season only and  

a hosepipe for filling water in jerry cans. 

 

 

 

 

KL2-13 Ko Laen 006deg 42.75min N 099deg 

40.25min E 

 

Anchor in 8 to 10 metres to the West of Ko Laen in 

this pretty little secluded anchorage. A good 

overnight stop in the Southwest season. No 

restaurants. 

 

KL2-14 Ko Khao Yai and Ko Bulan 006deg 48.75min N 099deg 41.00min E 

 

Enter the Anchorage from the South and anchor at  

006deg 48.6min N 099deg 41.4min E in 4 to 6 metres.  

Not viable as an overnight anchorage in SW season.  

Good spot for exploration of caves and coves as are  

the islets Southwest of Ko Bulan. No restaurants. 
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Ko Bulon Group 
 

This small group of islands lies at the Northern edge of the cruising area. Ko Bulon Le is 

the only recommended overnight anchorage but may not be viable in strong Southwest 

conditions. 

 

KL2-15 Ko Bulon Mai Phai 006deg 49.80min N 099deg 35.43min E 
 

Daytime only anchorage in 5 to 6 metres off the white sand  

beach on the southeast corner of the island. No restaurants. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KL2-16 Ko Bulon Le 006deg 49.68min N 099deg 32.60min E 

 

The Eastern coast is a series of beaches with secure holding in no less than 10 metres to 

avoid the coral reef. Suitable as an overnight stop in the Northeast season only but may 

be uncomfortable in strong winds. There is a bungalow development ashore with 

restaurants and two basic shops. You can also fill jerry cans with water here.   

 

KL2-17 Ko Don 006deg 51.35min N 099deg 35.80min E 
 

Anchor in 6 to 8 metres on a sandy bottom just off the beach on the  

East coast where you will see a small village. This anchorage is not  

suitable as an overnight stop. No restaurants. 
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Chart 4 Langkawi, Malaysia 
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Cruising guide to Langkawi - Malaysia 
 

You may only cross into Malaysian waters if you have pre arranged this with the Phuket 

base and cleared customs and immigration procedures in Phuket in advance.  

 

KL-A Royal Langkawi Yacht Club Waypoint 006deg 18.50min N 099deg 51.00min E 

 

The Sunsail base is located within the grounds of the Royal  

Langkawi Yacht Club on the outskirts of Kuah, the main town  

on Langkawi. Kuah is a five minute taxi ride away where you  

can buy provisions for your cruise and just about anything else  

the serious shopper needs. While staying at the base you may  

use the excellent bar and restaurant, where Sunsail guests  

receive a 5% discount. Other facilities include a convenience  

store and bottle shop, swimming pool, showers and toilets.  

There are several good basic restaurants in Kuah town such  

as Teo’s for Chinese, Wonderland for Malay, Waan Thai for  

Thai (no alcohol) and Sunday’s for excellent western,Thai and  

Malay food(BYO wine). There is also an interesting night  

market on Wednesday’s and Saturday’s. Taxi’s can be ordered  

at the bar or at the taxi stand at jetty point. 

 

KL-B Tanjong Tilin 006deg 15.63min N 099deg 47.70min E 

 

Just south of Tg. Tilin is a small shallow bay suitable as a first or 

last night stop in the Northeast season. There is a small sandy  

beach ashore but no restaurants. Further to the South is the  

small bay of Teluk Gua. Suitable as a lunch stop, anchor outside  

the bay and visit the small beach by dinghy where there is an  

interesting cave and seasonal waterfall. 

 

Beware Underwater Rock 006deg 15.06Min N  

099deg 44.90min E 

 

KL-C Awana Porto Malai 006deg 15.77min N 099deg 44.43min E  

 

At the Southwest tip of Langkawi, next to the large Star  

Cruise jetty is Awana Porto Malai or Tg. Malai. Cruise ship’s  

visit here several times a week, the biggest one arriving on a  

Monday. Anchor in 5 to 6 metres between Pulau Ular and  

Langkawi. Ashore you will find a hotel with shopping,  

restaurants and a bar all overlooking the southern islands.  

There is a small private floating pontoon behind the harbour  

wall where you can leave your dinghy. A landing fee of three  

ringgit per person is sometimes charged. From here you can  

take a taxi to the excellent Japanese restaurant “Unkaizan”  

or a little further to Pantai Tengah and Pantai Cenang where  

you will find the main nightlife on the island. Be sure not to obstruct any of the berths 

with your dinghy and under no circumstances may you go alongside in the yacht. 
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Beware of the shallow patch to the Southeast of Pulau Intan Besar  

which is not shown on Malay chart 5622 

 

KL-D Pulau Beras Basah Waypoint 006deg 14.00min N 099deg 43.18min E  

 

There is a lovely anchorage in 5 to 7 metres off the  

Northern beach of this small island. Be especially careful  

of the rocks just off the Western end of the bay. There is  

also another pretty anchorage with good shelter in strong  

NE winds in the SW facing bay of Pulau Intan Besar.  

No restaurants. 

 

Do not anchor too close as a shallow reef extends up to  

300 metres along the entire length of the beach and depths  

decrease rapidly from more than 6 to less than 2 metres  

as you approach the beach. Be especially careful of the 

rocks just off the Western end of the bay. 

 

KL-E Pulau Singa Besar North 006deg 13.57min N 099deg 44.83min E 

 

The Northeast anchorage has a long fine white sand beach and is a  

very sheltered bay in the Southwest season but can be uncomfortable 

in strong Northeast winds, unless you tuck in behind the small island. 

Anchor in 4 to 5 meters to the South of Pulau Singa Kechil well off  

the fringing coral reef. There are no restaurants. 

 

 

 

 

 

KL-F Pulau Singa Besar East 006deg 12.33 N 099deg 44.75min E 

 

On the East coast at Teluk Botol is a large open bay with good  

holding in 4 to 5 metres. The island is a wildlife sanctuary and  

protected nature reserve with many local Sea Eagles and Bamity  

Kites as well as monkey’s and mouse deer. There is a small beach in  

the southern side of the bay but beware of the boisterous monkeys.  

No restaurants. 
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KL-G Pulau Singa Besar South 006deg 11.25min N 099deg 43.85min E 

  

On the South coast at Teluk Ketapang is another great spot with 

a beautiful beach. Anchor in the bay in 5 to 6 meters, good  

snorkeling can be found around Pulau Chupak to the south of  

the bay. Not suitable in the Southwest season. No restaurants. 

 

 

 

 

 

KL-H Pulau Dayang Bunting Southwest 006deg 12.75min N 099deg 46.25min E 

 

The Northern anchorage at Pulau Batu Merah is in 8 to 12 metres  

on a muddy bottom surrounded by beautiful rain forest clad islands.  

Do not anchor too close to the reef and there is no beach. Not ideal  

overnight but it makes a pretty lunch stop in either season. There are 

fish farms at the Northern and Southern ends of this picturesque  

channel but no restaurants. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KL-I Pulau Dayang Bunting Southwest 006deg 12.00min N 099deg 46.75min E 

 

To the South at Teluk Dayang Bunting is an anchorage from  

where it is possible to go ashore via a small jetty and visit the  

freshwater lake known as the Lake of the pregnant maiden.  

It is better to visit early in the morning or in the late afternoon  

when the tourist boats have departed. Not suitable in the  

Southwest season and can be uncomfortable overnight in strong 

Northeast winds. The seabed is very flat so try to tie up to the  

end of the jetty or you may find your dinghy a long way from  

the sea when you return. No restaurants. 

 

 

KL-J Pulau Dayang Bunting Southwest 006deg 11.46min N 099deg 47.27min E 

  

Further South is a very picturesque anchorage in a channel with deep  

water throughout between the island of Pulau Gubang Darat and the  

cliffs of Pulau Dayang Bunting. Enter from either end and anchor in 7-11  

metres. Sheltered in both season’s this is a great spot near to the lake.  

No restaurants. 
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KL-K Southern Pulau Dayang Bunting 006deg 10.60min N 099deg 48.00 E 

 

Proceed further East to a beautiful South facing bay where you can  

anchor in 3 to 4 metres giving good access to exploring the cove where  

there is a small beach. Not suitable in the Southwest season and 

can be uncomfortable in very strong Northeast winds if  

anchored in the centre of the bay. There is a pretty hook shaped 

bay to the East at 006deg 10.25min N 099deg 48.45min E. 

(KL-Ka)  There are no restaurants but you will find picnic tables and a  

BBQ area ashore on the beach. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KL-L Southeast Pulau Dayang Bunting 006deg 10.12min N 099deg 48.83 E 

 

Anchor in the lagoon formed by P. Selat Riang-Riang, P. Ujong Buloh and Tanjong 

Pinang. A beautiful spot but it is not reliably charted and there are some very shallow 

spots so proceed carefully. Even further to the East is another anchorage at 006deg 

10.5min N 099deg 49.35 E. (KL-La) Anchor in 5 to 6 metres off the pretty beach. No 

restaurants. 

 

 

 

Pulau Payar and Pulau Segantang 
 

These two groups of islands lie to the Southeast of  

Langkawi. They are protected as marine parks and no  

anchoring or fishing is permitted under any circumstances 

within two miles of the islands. Pulau Segantang lies at  

006deg 02.60min N 099deg 55.60min E and Pulau Payar  

at 006deg 03.75 N 100deg 02.50 E. Pick up one of the two  

large moorings close to the Langkawi Coral underwater  

observatory over lunch. The best beach is on the East side  

of Pulau Payar but beware of the shallow water at the  

North and South tip of the island. The islands lie in a  

NE/SW direction so are totally unprotected as an  

overnight anchorage. 
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West coast Langkawi 
 

KL-M Pulau Tepor 006Deg 16.25min N 099Deg 43.46min E  

 

Anchor to the East of Pulau Tepor in 5 to 6 metres  

just off the remote sandy beach. There are no  

restaurants here but it is protected in the Southwest  

season. During the Northeast season when conditions  

permit it is possible to anchor offshore of Pantai  

Tengah at 006deg 16.75min N 099deg 43.50min E.  

Pantai Tengah is actually two beaches separated by a  

small rocky outcrop. The smaller southern part of the  

beach has “The Hammock Bar” with its small orange  

roof in the centre while the northern beach has “The  

Lighthouse” restaurant with its distinctive blue roof  

again roughly in the middle of the beach. To the North  

end of Pantai Tengah main beach is “The Oasis on the  

beach”, another good restaurant to watch the sun go  

down with a cold beer and delicious Indian and  

western food. Behind the Oasis is the excellent  

“Little India” restaurant. 

 

Two rocks Northwest of Pulau Tepor 006Deg 16.50minN 099Deg 42.70minE 

 

KL-N Pantai Cenang 006deg 17.25min N 099deg 43.00min E  

 

To the north of Pantai Tengah you will see Pantai Cenang. Anchor in 4 metres well 

offshore. This is Langkawi’s main beach resort strip where you will find the main 

nightlife on the island. There are plenty of hotels, bars and restaurants ashore. This is 

definitely not a suitable anchorage in the Southwest season. There is a good restaurant at 

“The Beach Garden Resort” which serves mainly western food including the best pizza 

on Langkawi and great frozen Margarita’s. From the sea, look for the yellow sail like 

sunshades above the restaurant which is towards the Northern end of the beach. Way 

down the southern end of the beach is the “Reggae café” with cold beers, live music and 

a nightly BBQ making this a popular spot to enjoy Langkawi’s favorite pastime, 

watching the sunset. The road along the back of the beach has lots of other restaurants 

and several small stores where you can buy basic provisions. 
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KL-O Rebak Harbour Waypoint 006deg 17.40 N 099deg 41.75 E 

 

A sheltered harbour with anchorage has been built  

inside Rebak Island on an area that was once a  

mangrove swamp. Enter the basin slowly and find a  

suitable spot with adequate swinging room. Ashore the  

resort development has 40 rooms, swimming pool, tennis  

courts, bars and restaurants all available for use by  

visiting yachts. The marina here was destroyed in the  

Tsunami of December 2004 but there are plans to  

rebuild it. Very protected but entrance may be  

uncomfortable in Southwest season. A regular ferry  

service operates between Rebak marina and Lanka Suka 

Boat Club and costs 5RM return. 

 

Beware of the rocks on the Southwest corner of Pulau Rebak Besar 

 

Do not attempt to pass between Pulau Rebak Besar and Langkawi 

 

Do not enter the lagoon inside the breakwater at Langkasuka 

 

KL-P Tanjong Sanctuary 006Deg 21.37minN 

           099Deg 41.3 E   

 

This is a pretty spot suitable for a quiet overnight  

anchorage in the Northeast season. Anchor in 3 metres in  

the bay formed by the headland of Tg. Belikit. You will  

receive a warm welcome ashore at the Tanjung Sanctuary 

resort with its restaurant built on stilts over the beach.  

On moonless nights squid fishing boats leave from the  

river to the East to head out to the fishing grounds and  

can be rather noisy. 

 

KL-Q Telaga Harbour Waypoint 006Deg 21.50min N  

    099Deg 41.00in E 

 

Two man made islands have been built in this bay to protect the entrance to the new 

marina development. Call on channel 69 to book a pontoon berth or anchor around the 

islands for free. Marina charges are 1 ringgit per foot per day for mono hulls and 1.4 

Ringgit per foot per day for catamarans that occupy two berths. Water is free. If a berth 

is available pass to the East side of the islands keeping them to port and follow the 

marked channel towards the lighthouse at the entrance to the marina. Keeping the 

lighthouse to port, enter the marina and the fuel and water berth is on your starboard 

side. You can refuel and fill your water tanks here if you wish. Ashore you will find a 

café, bank, post office and convenience store at the petrol station as well as a KFC. There 

is also a “Super Yacht” berth further inside the large man made basin where there is an 

Italian restaurant, a Seafood restaurant, a night club, local restaurant and a small 

supermarket. Nearby attractions include the Oriental Village, which is the base station 

of the Langkawi Cable car, and the seven wells waterfalls.  
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KL-R Berjaya Bay 006Deg 21.70min N 099Deg 40.00Min E 

 

Anchor in 6 to 8 metres in front of the water chalets of the  

Berjaya Resort. From the hotel reception it is a short walk to  

the Oriental Village and Langkawi Cable Car. The Berjaya has  

the “Beach Bar” restaurant for western food on the sea front as 

well as the “Dayan café” and “Pearl” Chinese and “Mizumi”  

Japanese restaurants in the Hotel. The Mutiara Burau Beach  

Resort to the Eastern end of the same bay has the “Sea Shell  

Café” on the beach for western food, the “Sampan café” and  

the “Mutiara” restaurant for western and local food. Not a  

suitable anchorage in the Southwest season.  
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North Coast Langkawi 
 

There are lots of quiet bays and anchorages along the north coast of Langkawi but only 

two we recommend for overnight stops. 

 

KL-S Teluk Datai 006Deg 26.00min N 099Deg 40.20min E 

 

This bay is host to The Datai and Andaman Resorts, two of  

Langkawi’s most exclusive 5 star hotels. During the  

Southwest season anchor to the west side of the bay in 5 to 6  

metres. The bay provides good shelter in the Southwest  

season but can be uncomfortable in a strong Westerly  

breeze with difficult conditions when landing by dinghy.  

In the Northeast season you will find more shelter to the  

Eastern side of the bay near to the Andaman hotel in 7 to 8 

metres but beware of the shallow reef in front of the hotel  

and go ashore in the centre of the bay. You will receive a  

warm welcome at both resorts as long as you are in smart  

casual dress, although the prices are the highest to be found  

on the island. The Datai has the “Beach club” restaurant with Mediterranean cuisine at 

lunchtime and excellent themed buffet dinners at 150RM for adults and 60RM for 

children. At the top of the hotel are the Thai pavilion and a restaurant serving western 

and Malay styles. In the middle of the beach you will see an arch leading to “The Gulai 

House” an excellent traditional style Malay restaurant run by the Andaman Hotel, 

where it is advisable to book a table for the evening . The Andaman also has a 

Mediterranean and a Japanese restaurant. Holding in this bay can be unreliable so use 

all the chain and dig the anchor in well. An anchor watch in strong winds is advisable. 

 

KL-T Tanjong Rhu 006Deg 27.75min N 099Deg 49.10min E 

 

Anchor in the Shelter of Tanjong Ayer outside the bay 

in 4 to 6 metres well clear of the reef around Pulau  

Kelam Baya. You can explore the mangroves by dinghy  

or sea canoe or visit the superb beach where you will  

find the Tanjong Rhu Resort and a few local restaurants  

and souvenir shops. You can use the restaurants at the  

Tanjong Rhu but not the facilities such as the pool. 

There are two local restaurants beside the main hotel.  

Be careful of strong cross shore currents sometimes  

found on ebb tides. Not recommended as an overnight  

stop in the Southwest season. Just around the headland  

to the east is a beautiful shallow circular bay suitable as  

a lunch stop. Anchor outside the bay at 006deg 28.50min  

N 099deg 50.00min E and take your dinghy to explore the seven little beaches around the 

bay and a cave leading to an inland lake. 
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East Coast Langkawi 
 

Pulau Langgun Channel 

 

There is an 8 to 10 metre deep channel between Pulau Langgun and Langkawi. Avoid 

the shallow water to the East of the channel when entering from the North and Favour 

the deeper water on the East side when leaving via the South. 

 

KL-U The Hole in the Wall Waypoint 006Deg 26.00min N 099Deg 52.25min E 

  

Just to the South of a Small islet on the West side of the  

channel you will see a creek opening, known locally as the  

“Hole in the wall”. Motor into the entrance in 7 meters of  

water staying to the centre. Once inside the depth decreases  

slightly and the mangroves open up to form a spectacular  

enclosed anchorage. You may anchor near the entrance or  

proceed a little further in over a shallow bar to where the  

depth increases and you can see a fish farm in the small creek  

opening on the right. Owned by Rahmad a colourful local  

character (012 562 0015), it has a restaurant attached where 

you can eat fresh fish straight from the sea, please book a  

table by 4pm if you want an evening meal here. You can top  

up with water by using your jerry cans. Anchor the middle  

of the main anchorage in the thick mud or pick up a  

mooring bow and stern outside the fish farm for 10 ringgit a night. Further exploration 

of the mangroves by dinghy or sea canoe is a must, see Rahmad for directions to caves 

and eagle feeding. The main jetty for passport pick up/drop off is located at the end of 

the main creek, just follow the electric cables by dinghy along the rocks and through the 

mangroves, ice is sold here. The trip takes 10 to 15 minutes. It is possible to visit the 

“Barn Thai” restaurant situated further along the river by arranging a local boat at the 

main jetty or with Rahmad at the fish farm. You can go by dinghy for lunch but the trip 

should not be attempted in the dark without a local guide. Just past the main jetty you 

will see a small jetty and footpath leading to Gua Kelawar (Kelawar cave) There are 

some interesting rock formations as well as a colony of fruit bats. 

  

KL-V Pulau Tanjong Dedang 006deg 24.95min N 099deg 54.50min E 

  

Enter the channel between the islands of Pulau Langgun and  

Pulau Tanjong Dedang from the South only staying in the centre  

of the channel. There are no charted depths so proceed slowly.  

Anchor in the first bay of Pulau Langgun but beware of the  

shallow water further to the North. This is a beautiful circular  

anchorage surrounded by rainforest. The West side of Pulau  

Tanjong Dedang has some interesting caves. There are no  

restaurants. 
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KL-W Pulau Timun 006Deg 18.60min N 099Deg 55.75min E 

 

Anchor between Pulau Paku and the Eastern bay of Pulau Timun 

in 4 to 5 metres, it’s worth hunting around for a flat anchorage  

here as it’s a peaceful location for a meal on board and a night  

alone under the stars. No restaurants. 

 

Pulau Timun Channel Spit 006Deg 19.2min N 099Deg 53.5min E 

 

Beware of the shelf at the Northwest end of Pulau Timun  

between Selat Panchor and Selat Penari channels. 

 

 

KL-X Pulau Tuba Fishing Village 006Deg 14.75min N 099Deg 52.00min E 

 

Anchor well outside the bay in 4 to 6 metres. Take your dinghy  

to the long jetty and if possible tie up outside a fishing boat to  

avoid damage from the sharp barnacles. There are very basic  

local restaurants ashore as very few tourists visit this island. Not 

ideal as an overnight stop in the NE season. 

 

KL-Y Pulau Lintang Jalan 006Deg 15.85min N 099Deg 51.20min E 

 

Anchor to the Southwest of Pulau Lintang Jalan in the slightly  

deeper water. Ashore there is a sandy beach with very basic  

accommodation. This anchorage will be uncomfortable in strong  

Northeast winds. 

 

 

 

KL-Z Pulau Bumbon Besar 006Deg 17.4min N 099Deg 52.3min E 

 

Anchor in the sheltered bay on the Northeast side of the island  

in 4-5 metres. A pretty anchorage conveniently close to Kuah 

town for a first or last night at anchor during the Southwest  

season. This bay can be bumpy in strong Northeast winds. No  

restaurants. 

 

 

 

Starboard mark at 006deg 17.67min N 099deg 51.20min E 

There is an uncharted drying rock and very shallow water  

to the Southwest of the mark. Leave it well to the North. 

See anchorage “A” at the start of the cruising guide. 

 

 

Do not forget to call “Sunsail Base” on channel 69 to let them know you are coming in 

 

 

 

 


